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CARGO FILM

Space-saving, lightweight and stable packaging should be used for air freight transport, which protects the goods from
external climatic stresses, even during subsequent transport or storage.
POLIFILM cargo film is exactly the right solution.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
Thanks to our cargo film, your air freight is optimally protected against weather influences, temperature differences
and contamination. We have optimised the use of materials in production while maintaining the same high quality,
thus significantly reducing the weight of the film per pallet. Every gram less saves kerosene, minimizes emissions and
conserves resources.
Our thin polyethylene film stands for high quality, strong tear resistance and easy handling.

FILM THICKNESS
Depending on the requirements of your application, we produce all common film thicknesses. Our premium product is
only 15 microns thin and, thanks to its outstanding mechanical properties, can easily replace a thicker film. This reduces
material consumption, protects the environment and saves money.

FILM WIDTH
We have the possibility of extruding films up to six meters wide. By a special folding the film can be wound on handy
rolls with approx. 1.60 m width. This makes handling during the packaging process much easier.

EXTRAS
Choose the perforation option for better film processing. The number of sheets per roll and thus the length of the individual film segments can be individualised.
On request, we can print the film in one colour, e.g. with the word/image mark of the transporter or with individual
letters for marking the goods.
Do you also need corrosion protection films to protect your products? Then please do not hesitate to contact us about
our POLISAVE solution or inform yourself at www.polisave.de.
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